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New genes contribute substantially to adaptive evolutionary innovation, but the functional evolution of new mammalian

genes has been little explored at a broad scale. Previous work established mRNA-derived gene duplicates, known as retro-

copies, as models for the study of new gene origination. Here we combine mammalian transcriptomic and epigenomic data

to unveil the processes underlying the evolution of stripped-down retrocopies into complex new genes. We show that al-

though some robustly expressed retrocopies are transcribed from preexisting promoters, most evolved new promoters

from scratch or recruited proto-promoters in their genomic vicinity. In particular, many retrocopy promoters emerged

from ancestral enhancers (or bivalent regulatory elements) or are located in CpG islands not associated with other genes.

We detected 88–280 selectively preserved retrocopies per mammalian species, illustrating that these mechanisms facilitated

the birth of many functional retrogenes during mammalian evolution. The regulatory evolution of originally monoexonic

retrocopies was frequently accompanied by exon gain, which facilitated co-option of distant promoters and allowed expres-

sion of alternative isoforms. While young retrogenes are often initially expressed in the testis, increased regulatory and

structural complexities allowed retrogenes to functionally diversify and evolve somatic organ functions, sometimes as com-

plex as those of their parents. Thus, some retrogenes evolved the capacity to temporarily substitute for their parents during

the process of male meiotic X inactivation, while others rendered parental functions superfluous, allowing for parental gene

loss. Overall, our reconstruction of the “life history” of mammalian retrogenes highlights retroposition as a general model

for understanding new gene birth and functional evolution.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

In addition tomutations that alter sequences or activities of preex-
isting genes (Necsulea and Kaessmann 2014), new genes with nov-
el functions are thought to have substantially contributed to
phenotypic evolution (Kaessmann 2010; Chen et al. 2013). Several
paths toward the “birth” of new genes have been documented, in-
cluding duplication of ancestral genes, de novo origination, trans-
mutation of protein-coding genes into RNA genes, horizontal gene
transfer, and domestication of transposable elements (Kaessmann
2010; Long et al. 2013). Overall, new genes have profoundly influ-
enced the evolution of physiological, morphological, behavioral,
and reproductive phenotypic traits (Zhang et al. 2002; Dai et al.
2008; Park et al. 2008; Parker et al. 2009).

Amajormechanismproviding rawmaterial for newgene orig-
ination is gene duplication (Kaessmann et al. 2009; Kaessmann
2010). New gene copies can emerge throughDNA-mediatedmech-

anisms (duplication of chromosomal segments) but also through
the process of retroposition (retroduplication), where RNAs are
reverse-transcribed into DNA and inserted into the genome
(Kaessmannet al. 2009). This process,which inmammals is accom-
plished by the LINE-1 retrotransposon machinery (Esnault et al.
2000), typically generates gene copies (retrocopies) devoid of in-
trons and promoters, which were previously generally dismissed
as nonfunctional “processed pseudogenes” (Mighell et al. 2000;
Zhang et al. 2003). However, following early anecdotal findings
of retrocopies that evolved into bona fide genes (retrogenes) (e.g.,
McCarrey and Thomas 1987), a surprisingly large number of retro-
geneswerediscovered, especially inmammals and fruitflies (Betrán
et al. 2002; Emerson et al. 2004; Vinckenbosch et al. 2006;
Potrzebowski et al. 2008). These studies showed that retrogenes
may serve as unique models for the analysis of new gene origina-
tion and evolution (Kaessmann et al. 2009).

First, given that retrocopies initially represent intronless ver-
sions of parental transcripts, any promoters and novel exons will
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evolve de novo or be recruited from the genomic environment of
the insertion site. This implies that retrocopies are likely to evolve
new functional roles and that the stepwise evolution toward a fully
fledged new functional gene can be studied in detail. Second, the
directionality of the retroduplication process (from intron-con-
taining parent to intronless retrocopy) and the large numbers of
retrocopies produced render the analysis of these loci straightfor-
ward. Furthermore, to illuminate signatures of selection and func-
tionality of retrogenes, their sequences and expression patterns
can be contrasted with those of their parents and their nonfunc-
tional counterparts: retropseudogenes. Notably, other modes of
new gene formation are not equally suited for studying the evolu-
tion of new complex genes. For example, segmental duplication
regularly produces daughter copies that inherit all or most genetic
features (exons, introns, and regulatory elements) of the ancestral
gene, and there is no clear directionality in the duplication process
(Kaessmann et al. 2009). The de novo emergence of genes from
nonfunctional genomic sequences represents another intriguing
mechanism of new gene origination, where all functional genic el-
ements need to evolve from scratch (Kaessmann 2010; Tautz and
Domazet-Lošo 2011). However, the detection of such genes is chal-
lenging, and the contribution of de novo origination to the emer-
gence of new mammalian genes remains unclear (Guerzoni and
McLysaght 2011).

Retrogene studies have unveiled several mechanisms that fa-
cilitate the birth of newgenes. For example, they revealed potential
sourcesof regulatory sequences (Bai et al. 2008;Okamura andNakai
2008; Fablet et al. 2009; Sorourian et al. 2014), mechanisms under-
lying the evolutionof novel gene structures (Fablet et al. 2009), and
specific tissues that might facilitate the formation of new genes
(Vinckenbosch et al. 2006). Previous work also unraveled novel
mechanisms of how newly established genes evolve novel func-
tional roles (e.g., subcellular relocalization of encoded proteins)
(Marques et al. 2008; Rosso et al. 2008a,b). Moreover, retrogenes
and retrocopies served as evolutionary markers and archives of
chromosomal “gene movements” (Emerson et al. 2004), sex chro-
mosome origins (Potrzebowski et al. 2008), transcript isoforms
(Shemesh et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2008; Podlaha and Zhang
2009), and parental gene expression (Zhang et al. 2003; Abyzov
et al. 2013). Nevertheless, due to the lack of suitable genome-scale
functional data, thepotential of retrogene analyses for understand-
ing new gene origination has so far been rather poorly exploited,
and many findings have remained anecdotal in nature.

In this study, we use extensive RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)
data for representatives of the three major mammalian lineages
in conjunction with other genome-scale functional genomics
data to trace, for the first time at a broad scale, the evolution of sim-
ple retrocopies toward complex and functional genes. Our results
reveal general rules and patterns governing the birth and function-
al evolution of new genes. They illuminate, in particular, the
regulatory and structural requirements associated with the emer-
gence of new gene functions.

Results

Annotation and transcriptional profiling of retrocopies in 10 species

To investigate the dynamics of retrogene origins and evolution, we
annotated retrocopies in the genomes of nine mammals and one
bird (human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, macaque, mouse,
rat, opossum, platypus, chicken) by searching for gene duplicates
devoid of the parental introns using a dedicated pipeline

(Methods; Supplemental Methods). We identified several thou-
sand retrocopies in each of the primate, rodent, andmarsupial (col-
lectively referred to as therian) genomes (Fig. 1A; Supplemental
Table S1). Most of these show low divergence at synonymous sites
comparedwith their parental gene (dS∼ 0.1) (Supplemental Fig. S1;
Supplemental Table S1), suggesting that they emerged relatively re-
cently duringmammalian evolution (Marques et al. 2005; Pan and
Zhang 2009). In contrast, we found fewer retrocopies in the ge-
nomes of platypus and chicken, consistent with the lack of LINE-
1 activity in these lineages (Hillier et al. 2004; Warren et al. 2008;
Kaessmann et al. 2009). These retrocopies likely derive from an-
cient retroposition events, as indicated by their high synonymous
divergence (dS > 2) (Supplemental Fig. S1).

Gainof expression is the first step in theevolutionof a recently
inserted retrocopy into a functional retrogene. Based on RNA-seq
data from six organs (Brawand et al. 2011; Cortez et al. 2014;
Necsulea et al. 2014), we identified expressed retrocopies and care-
fully reconstructed their transcripts in each species (Methods).
Most retrocopies show evidence of transcription (Fig. 1A; Supple-
mental Table S2), and a sizeable number allow for transcript recon-
struction and show robust expression levels (FPKM> 1) (Methods;
Fig. 1A; Supplemental Table S3). As previously observed (Vincken-
bosch et al. 2006), the testis is characterized by the highest number
of expressed retrocopies in all species (Supplemental Fig. S2),which
is likely, at least partly, related to the transcriptional promiscuity in
this organ (Soumillonet al. 2013).However, largenumbersof retro-
copies are expressed also in somatic organs (Fig. 1B; Supplemental
Fig. S2). In therians, robustly expressed retrocopies show lower ex-
pression than protein-coding genes (Fig. 1C; Supplemental Fig. S3;
Supplemental Data), while transcriptional profiles of platypus and
chicken retrocopies are similar to those of protein-coding genes
(Fig. 1C; Supplemental Fig. S3), likely due to their more ancient or-
igin (Supplemental Fig. S1). Consistent with this notion, old theri-
an retrocopies (dS > 2) have expression levels similar to those of
annotated protein-coding genes (Fig. 1C).

Retrocopies with active promoters

Given that retrocopies are typically expected to lack the parental
promoter, we next explored mechanisms underlying retrocopy
transcription.We first assessed towhat extent retrocopyexpression
stems from active regulation rather than spurious transcription,
based on mouse chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing
(ChIP-seq) data (Shen et al. 2012) for trimethylation of histone
H3at lysine4 (H3K4me3), a chromatinmarkcharacteristic of active
promoters (Methods; Supplemental Data; Heintzman et al. 2007).
While only 0.9% of nonexpressed (no unique reads) and 5.4% of
lowly expressed (FPKM< 1) mouse retrocopies were associated
with an H3K4me3 peak at their transcriptional starts sites (TSSs),
we found evidence of active promoters for 51.4% of robustly ex-
pressed retrocopies (FPKM> 1; P < 10−16; χ2 test) (Supplemental
Table S4), as well as a significant association between expression
profiles and the presence of H3K4me3 peaks across tissues
(Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected P < 10−11 in all organs, χ2 test).
These analyses strongly suggest that the transcription of robustly
expressed retrocopies is actively regulated, while low-level retro-
copy expression may represent transcriptional noise.

Sources of retrocopy promoters: recruitment

from parents or other genes

Several genomic sources could contribute promoters that regulate
retrocopy expression (Kaessmann et al. 2009). To investigate the
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extent towhich retrocopy promoters are inherited from the parent
(contrary to the common expectation), are acquired from neigh-
boring genes, or evolve as novel promoters, we compiled a set of
high-confidence upstream regions by defining the precise TSS of
230 human and 243 mouse robustly expressed retrocopies based
on cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) data (Supplemental
Table S4; The FANTOM Consortium and the RIKEN PMI and
CLST (DGT) 2014).

We first identified cases where the region upstream of the ret-
rocopy TSS could be aligned to the parental locus (Methods;
Supplemental Methods), as would be expected if the retroposed
parental mRNAwas transcribed from an upstream alternative pro-
moter, leading to the inclusion of downstream regulatory ele-
ments in the retrocopy (Fig. 2A,B; Okamura and Nakai 2008;
Shiao et al. 2008; Kaessmann et al. 2009). We detected parent-

derived upstream sequences for six human and sevenmouse retro-
copies (Fig. 2I; Supplemental Table S4). These retrocopies have a
wide age distribution (dS between 0.08 and 0.39), suggesting that
the rapid decrease in sequence similarity for noncoding regions
did not substantially hamper our ability to recognize these events,
although highly diverged cases may nevertheless have escaped
detection. Our analysis therefore indicates that a relatively small
fraction (∼3%) of expressed retrocopies inherited a promoter
from their parental gene.

Next, we assessed towhich extent retrocopies “piggyback” on
the promoters of neighboring genes (Fablet et al. 2009; Gotea et al.
2013; Ghanbarian and Hurst 2015). We identified 13 human
and 14 mouse retrocopies that integrated within the introns of
another gene and became expressed as new chimeric transcripts
together with the upstream exons of the host gene (Fig. 2C,D;
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Figure 1. Expression profiles of mammalian retrocopies. (A, left) Phylogenetic relationships and divergence times (in million years) of the investigated
species. (Right) Numbers of annotated retrocopies (gray bars), retrocopies with evidence of expression (one or more unique reads; light blue bars), and
retrocopies with robust expression (≥1 FPKM; dark blue bars). (B) Proportions of robustly expressed retrocopies with tissue-specific (TSI≥ 0.4) or broad
(TSI < 0.4) expression. (C) Mean expression levels across six organs for robustly expressed retrocopies and annotated protein-coding genes. Human
and mouse retrocopies were subdivided into two age classes based on their dS. As most platypus and chicken retrocopies have high dS values, no age dis-
tinction was performed. Significant differences (Mann-Whitney U test with Benjamini-Hochberg correction): (∗∗∗) P < 0.001; (n.s.) P > 0.05. Whiskers up to
1.5 times the interquartile range; outliers removed for graphical purposes.
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Figure 2. Mechanisms of retrocopy promoter acquisition. Schematic representations (A,C,E,G) and examples (B,D,F,H) of retrocopy promoter gain
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Retrocopy integration in proximity to a proto-promoter sequence, which will evolve as a novel retrocopy promoter. (H) The hsa_retrom15096 (SEPHS2)
human retrocopy promoter overlaps a CpG island (purple box) not associated to any other gene, indicating that this sequence has been recruited or
evolved as a putative novel promoter. (I) Relative contribution of promoter acquisition mechanisms in human and mouse retrocopies.
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Supplemental Table S4). Additionally, 11 human- and 12 mouse-
expressed retrocopies were located within 2 kb of another pro-
tein-coding gene in a head-to-head orientation (Fig. 2E,F;
Supplemental Table S4), suggesting that preexisting bidirectional
promoters have facilitated their expression. The sharing of the
same proximal promoter between these retrocopies and their up-
stream genes is further confirmed by their higher levels of coex-
pression (Pearson’s r = 0.59 in human, 0.61 in mouse) compared
with those measured between randomly chosen gene pairs
(−0.10 human, −0.14 in mouse; Mann-Whitney U test, P < 0.05
in both species). Thus, we find evidence of promoter piggybacking
for ∼11% of the expressed retrocopies in human and mouse.

Sources of retrocopy promoters: de novo evolution

and origination from proto-regulatory elements

After subtracting the cases where promoters were inherited from
the parental gene or shared with neighboring genes, ∼86% of all
retrocopy promoters remained, suggesting that themajority of ret-
rocopies gain expression through the evolution and/or recruit-
ment of novel regulatory elements (Fig. 2G–I; Supplemental
Table S4). Many of these novel promoter regions overlap with
CpG islands (Illingworth et al. 2010) that were not associated to
other protein-coding genes or long noncoding RNAs (Methods).
We could associate 51.5% of novel retrocopy promoters with
CpG islands in human (103/200; 5.7-fold enrichment relative to
nonexpressed or lowly expressed retrocopies, P < 10−15, χ2 test)
(Supplemental Table S4) and 34.8% inmouse (73/210; 3.9-fold en-
richment, P < 10−15). The role of CpG islands as active promoters is
further supported by the enrichment of H3K4me3marks atmouse
retrocopy-associated CpG islands relative to other CpG islands not
associated to other genes (1.7-fold enrichment, P < 10−10, Fisher’s
exact test) (Supplemental Table S4), as well as the enrichment of
CpG island–associated transcription factor binding sites (e.g.,
Sp1, NRF1 and E2 motifs) (Deaton and Bird 2011) in the promoter
regions of expressed retrocopies in both species (Supplemental
Table S5). Promoters associated with CpG islands tend to drive
broader expression patterns compared with other promoter types
(Supplemental Fig. S4), in agreement with previous observations
(Fablet et al. 2009). Together, our results suggest a substantial con-
tribution of CpG islands to retrocopy expression regulation. These
elements may have been present as proto-promoter elements with
regulatory capacities in the genome prior to retrocopy insertion or
may have evolved de novo in concert with retrocopies and their
functions. Interestingly, CpG islands contributed differently
to retrocopy expression in human and mouse (51.5% vs. 34.8%,
P < 10−3, χ2 test) despite the similar numbers of CpG islands detect-
ed in these genomes (Illingworth et al. 2010), highlighting that the
mechanisms through which retrocopies gain expression can vary
between species.

We next explored to what extent retrocopy promoters may
have been derived fromother proto-promoters (sequences display-
ing promoter-like characteristics prior to retrocopy insertion). It
has recently become apparent that enhancers and promoters share
many key properties (Core et al. 2014; Andersson et al. 2015). We
therefore speculated that enhancers, or enhancer-like elements
(seeDiscussion),might have been co-opted as retrocopy promoters
during evolution.

To test our hypothesis, we analyzed ChIP-seq data from
matched mouse tissues for two enhancer-associated chromatin
marks, monomethylation of histone H3 at lysine K4 (H3K4me1)
(Heintzman et al. 2007) and acetylation of histone H3 at lysine

27 (H3K27ac) (Creyghton et al. 2010). We reasoned that if some
enhancers serve as proto-promoters and if these enhancers are rel-
atively stable over evolutionary time, we should see an enrichment
ofH3K4me1 andH3K27acmarks in putativemouse proto-promot-
ers, namely, those regions of the mouse genome that correspond
to the current promoters of rat-specific retrocopies (Fig. 3A;
Supplemental Data).

Indeed, we found that both enhancer marks were preferen-
tially associatedwith putativemouse proto-promoter regions com-
pared with mouse sequences corresponding to the integration
regions of nonexpressed rat-specific retrocopies (Benjamini-
Hochberg-corrected Mann-Whitney U test, P < 10−3) (Fig. 3A).
The enrichment remained after accounting for the input read
count (P < 10−10, χ2 test) (Methods; Supplemental Fig. S5). Nota-
bly, putative mouse proto-promoters are not enriched for
H3K4me3 or RNA polymerase II (Pol II) marks after input normal-
ization (Supplemental Fig. S5), suggesting a lack of promoter activ-
ity prior to the retroposition event. To estimate the number of rat-
specific retrocopies with promoters derived from enhancer-like se-
quences, we evaluated the presence of H3K4me1 and H3K27ac
ChIP-seq peaks at putative mouse proto-promoters (Methods;
Supplemental Data). We found that 12% of the mouse proto-pro-
moter regions overlappedH3K4me1 or H3K27ac peaks, in contrast
to the 3% (H3K4me1) and 4% (H3K27ac) overlap found at mouse
loci orthologous to the integration sites of nonexpressed rat-specif-
ic retrocopies (Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected Fisher’s exact test,
P = 0.012 for H3K4me1; P = 0.047 for H3K27ac), suggesting that at
least 8%–9% of rat-specific retrocopy promoters evolved from en-
hancers or their evolutionary precursors (Discussion). Strikingly,
by usingH3K4me3data for rat heart (Rintisch et al. 2014), we iden-
tified a rat heart-specific retrocopywith a clearH3K4me3promoter
signal whose corresponding mouse sequence is enriched for the
H3K4me1 enhancer mark but lacks an H3K4me3 signal (Fig. 3B).
This demonstrates that one type of regulatory element can trans-
form into the other, or, alternatively, that the two different types
can evolve from a common evolutionary (potentially bivalent)
precursor sequence. Overall, these results support our hypothesis
that preexisting enhancer-like elements can promote the expres-
sion of newly integrated retrocopies in their vicinity.

The emergence of functional retrogenes

While expression is a prerequisite in the transition from nonfunc-
tional retrocopy to functional retrogene, it is not in itself evidence
of functionality. Next, we therefore identified putative retrogenes
in our sets of retrocopies by searching for signatures of purifying
selection in their coding sequences, indicative of protein function-
ality. To this end, we clustered the set of retrocopies into 3900
orthologous families, of which 613 represent intact families
(11–502 per species),meaning that the parentally inherited coding
sequences of the included retrocopies were not disrupted through
frameshift or nonsense mutations (Methods; Supplemental Table
S6). To test marsupial-specific retrocopy families, we also annotat-
ed retrocopies from wallaby and Tasmanian devil (Supplemental
Table S1) and used them together with our annotations fromopos-
sum to define a set of 52 marsupial-specific intact retrocopy fami-
lies (Supplemental Table S6).

For the665 intact retrocopy families,we assessed signals of pu-
rifying selection based on nonsynonymous and synonymous sub-
stitution rates (Yang 2007), as well as probabilities of conservation
of intact open reading frames (Methods; Dupanloup and
Kaessmann 2006). We thus identified 271 putatively functional
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protein-coding retrogene families (Fig. 4A). In addition, we
screened for signatures of purifying selection in retrocopies that
are species specific or that were not included in orthologous clus-
ters (Methods). In total, we identified between 194 and 280 selec-
tively preserved retrogenes in each therian species, 88 in
platypus, and 36 in chicken (Supplemental Table S7). These num-
bers represent lower bounds, since our analyses have limited statis-
tical power to detect young retrogenes and do not allow the
retrieval of noncoding retrogenes. Even so, our results show that
retropositionmakes a sizeable contribution to genomic innovation
across mammals.

Novel support for the ‘out of testis’ scenario of new gene

origination

The “out of testis” hypothesis (for review, see Kaessmann et al.
2009) suggests that most retrogenes initially evolve functional
roles in testis, facilitated by a permissive chromatin environment
that promotes transcription (Soumillon et al. 2013), and later
evolve broader expression patterns (Vinckenbosch et al. 2006).
Previously, only sparse expression data were available to test this
hypothesis, and we therefore used our extensive expression data
to analyze retrogene families of different ages, with the aim to
detect potential evolutionary expression shifts. We found that
the proportions of broadly expressed retrogene families increase
with increasing family age (Fig. 4B,C), while proportions of tes-
tis-specific genes decrease (testis- vs. nontestis-specific expression
P < 10−3, Fisher’s exact test) (Fig. 4C).

We also considered an alternative scenario in which the over-
all enrichment of young testis-specific retrogenes is explained by
the specific loss of such genes during evolution or by the selective

preservation of young retrogenes with broad expression patterns.
However, we could not detect any lineage-specific loss of retro-
genes from testis-specific retrogene families (Supplemental
Methods). Overall, our data lend new support for the original
“out of testis” hypothesis, although it remains possible that other
forces contributed to some degree to the observed pattern.

Refinement of the ‘out of X’ hypothesis of new

gene emergence

The “out of X” pattern, where genes on the X Chromosome are es-
pecially prone to give rise to autosomal retrogenes (Emerson et al.
2004; Potrzebowski et al. 2008), is clearly visible in our data (e.g.,
for human, 34 vs. about eight expected, P < 10−20, χ2 goodness-
of-fit test) (Methods; Supplemental Table S8). It was previously
suggested that the “out of X” effect stems from selection on auto-
somal retrogenes to functionally replace their X-linked parents
(Bradley et al. 2004; Potrzebowski et al. 2008), which are silenced
during male meiosis due to male meiotic sex chromosome inacti-
vation (MSCI) (Turner 2007) and its post-meiotic aftermath
(McCarrey and Thomas 1987; Emerson et al. 2004). However, con-
trary to previous observations based on microarray data
(Potrzebowski et al. 2008), our analysis of testicular RNA-seq data
(Soumillon et al. 2013) shows that X-derived retrogenes do not
have higher spermatocyte/spermatid expression than retrogenes
derived from autosomes (Supplemental Figs. S6, S7).

We thus sought to obtain new global support for the MSCI-
driven scenario. We reasoned that if the role of “out of X” retro-
genes was to compensate for themeiotic silencing of their parents,
these copies should restore expression of their parents in meiotic
and post-meiotic cells to the same level as before the evolutionary
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emergence of MSCI. We thus inferred ancestral expression levels
for therian X-linked genes based on their autosomal orthologs
in chicken, which has a different sex chromosome system
(Methods; Julien et al. 2012; Cortez et al. 2014). Whole-testis ex-
pression levels were used as a proxy for spermatocyte/spermatid
expression (Soumillon et al. 2013). We found that the current
combined testis expression output of retrogenes and their parents
is statistically indistinguishable from the inferred ancestral ex-
pression, demonstrating that retrogenes can fully compensate for
silencing due to MSCI (Fig. 4D; Supplemental Fig. S8; Supplemen-
tal Table S9). Notably, this trend is not observed in autosome-de-
rived retrogenes located on autosomes, which, instead, tend to
overcompensate the parental output in this organ (Supplemental
Fig. S9).

We further reasoned that if X-derived retrogenes functionally
replace their parents duringMSCI, they should be subject to stron-
ger purifying selection compared with autosome-derived retro-
genes, which would be more prone to evolve novel protein
functions. Indeed, coding sequences of “out of X” retrogenes are
generally more conserved than those of other retrogenes (Fig. 4E;
Supplemental Fig. S10; Supplemental Table S10), in agreement
with our hypothesis. Overall, these observations lend strong novel
support to the hypothesis that MSCI represents the major driving
force underlying the “out of X” retroduplication pattern.

The rapid and frequent origination of new gene

structures

Although retrogenes originate as monoexonic copies of their pa-
rental gene, some retrogenes that evolved new multiexonic struc-
tures have been reported (Wang et al. 2002; Fablet et al. 2009).
Retrogenes thus represent an excellent model system to study
the origin of new, potentially functional gene structures. Remark-
ably, we recovered multiexonic transcripts for 25%–53% of all ex-
pressed retrogenes (Methods; Table 1; Fig. 5A; Supplemental Table
S11).While some retrogenes becamemultiexonic due to introniza-
tion (gain of splice sites within a parentally derived exon), most
multiexonic retrogenes instead gained new exons from their up-
stream (75%–93% in all species) or downstream (18%–40%) flank-
ing sequences (Table 1). The overrepresentation of novel 5′ exons
suggests that they served to place retrocopies under the control of a
distal promoter, favoring their evolution into functional retro-
genes (Fablet et al. 2009), but might also reflect selection against
novel 3′ UTR exons that may elicit nonsense-mediated RNA decay
(Isken and Maquat 2008).

Around 20% of young human retrogenes have a nonparen-
tal 5′ exon, suggesting that such exons can be rapidly acquired
(Fig. 5B), but there is also an ongoing accumulation of complex
gene structures, resulting in >80% of ancient retrogenes being
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multiexonic (Fig. 5B). Multiexonic retrogenes have substantially
broader expression patterns than monoexonic ones in therian
species (Fig. 5C; Supplemental Fig. S11), while monoexonic retro-
genes tend to be more testis specific (Fig. 5C), consistent with
previous work (Fablet et al. 2009). Together with the finding
that retrogene expression patterns broaden during evolution
(Fig. 4B,C), this suggests that both novel gene structures and
evolutionary time contribute to the “out of testis” pattern by al-
lowing for the evolution of increased regulatory complexity
(Discussion).

The emergence of alternative isoforms

Alternative processing of retrogenes has so far been reported
only occasionally (Lahn and Page 1999; Szczesńiak et al.
2011). Remarkably, we observed alternative isoforms for 20%–

63% of all robustly expressed retrogenes (Methods; Table 1).
We detected distinct isoforms, generated by alternative splicing
or usage of alternative transcription start/termination sites, for
both mono- and multiexonic retrogenes (Supplemental Table
S12). Notably, we identified about 24 retrogenes per therian
species where isoform usage was differentially regulated across

Table 1. Features of vertebrate retrogenes

Retrogene
no.a

Multiexonic
retrogenesb

Intronization
eventsc

New 5′
exonsc

New 3′
exonsc

Retrogenes alternative
transcriptsb

Human 199 (117) 48 (41%) 3 (6%) 41 (85%) 11 (22%) 47 (40%)
Chimpanzee 224 (122) 30 (25%) 0 (0%) 25 (83%) 9 (30%) 32 (26%)
Gorilla 215 (120) 38 (32%) 2 (5%) 32 (84%) 7 (18%) 37 (30%)
Orangutan 194 (102) 33 (32%) 1 (3%) 29 (87%) 7 (21%) 65 (63%)
Macaque 198 (122) 46 (38%) 2 (4%) 39 (84%) 11 (23%) 51 (41%)
Mouse 213 (132) 49 (37%) 0 (0%) 42 (85%) 14 (28%) 64 (48%)
Rat 280 (154) 47 (30%) 0 (0%) 37 (78%) 14 (29%) 55 (35%)
Opossum 256 (171) 48 (28%) 1 (2%) 39 (81%) 13 (27%) 48 (28%)
Platypus 88 (40) 16 (40%) 1 (6%) 12 (75%) 6 (37%) 8 (20%)
Chicken 36 (28) 15 (53%) 0 (0%) 14 (93%) 6 (40%) 10 (35%)

aNumber of expressed retrogenes is in parentheses.
bFraction of expressed retrogenes multiexonic or with alternative transcripts is in parentheses.
cFraction of multiexonic retrogenes is in parentheses.
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organs (Methods; Supplemental Table S12; Anders et al. 2012).
One of these, the eutherian-specific retrogene HNRNPF, en-
codes one broadly expressed and one testis-specific isoform,
as a result of alternative promoter usage in human (Fig. 5D),
macaque, and mouse (Supplemental Fig. S12). Thus, retrogenes
are not only processed in a more complex fashion than previ-
ously thought but may also have evolved functionally distinct
isoforms.

Orphan retrogenes functionally replace their parents

Asmost retrogenes acquire novel regulatory elements, it is not sur-
prising that they differ significantly from their parental genes in
terms of gene expression (mean expression across six organs,
Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected P < 0.001 in all species, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test). This also implies that, in general, retrogenes
and parental genes are not functionally equivalent. Nonetheless,
we found 10 “orphan” retrogene families (Table 2) that lack func-
tional parental genes in the same lineage (Methods) and may
therefore be expected to carry out functions of extinct parental
genes (Fig. 6A; Ciomborowska et al. 2013).

To investigate the functions of orphan retrogenes, we
contrasted their transcriptional profiles with those of outgroup
orthologs of the lost parental genes (Supplemental Fig. S13; Sup-
plemental Table S13). Compared with regular retrogenes, orphan
retrogenes show less divergence relative to their parents (Fig. 6B),
suggesting that orphans might indeed be functionally equivalent
and thus carry out functions of extinct parents. Furthermore, we
hypothesized that it might be easier for retrogenes to replace
more lowly expressed parental genes, given that retrocopies need
to acquire regulatory elements before achieving complex expres-
sion patterns. Consistent with this notion, we observed that par-
ents of orphan retrogenes are more lowly expressed than parents
of regular retrogenes (Fig. 6D). Notably, the gain of the broad ex-
pression profiles by nine out of 10 orphan retrogenes seems to

have been facilitated by the evolution or recruitment of CpG is-
land–associated promoters (Table 2).

One interesting example of parental replacement concerns
the RNF113 gene (Fig. 6C; Supplemental Fig. S14). In this case,
the parental gene was replaced by a ubiquitously expressed retro-
gene in the common ancestor of all mammals. Subsequently, a
duplicate copy of the RNF113 retrogene reached fixation before
the radiation of placental mammals. Probably this autosomal
copy became necessary to allow expression of the RNF113 protein
in the testis, since the original RNF113 retrogene was located on
the newly emerged therian X Chromosome (Cortez et al. 2014)
and therefore silenced by MSCI (Turner 2007). Finally, a new
RNF113 copy replaced the autosomal retrogene copy in rodents.
In both primates and rodents, the two RNF113 copies apparently
subfunctionalized (Force et al. 1999) and display joint expression
patterns that are similar to the inferred ancestral pattern of the par-
ent, thus illustrating how offspring retrogenes can recapitulate an-
cestral expression patterns (functions), thereby allowing for the
loss of the original genes.

Strikingly, we were able to retrieve experimental support for
the predicted functional equivalence between orphans and par-
ents for three human orphan retrogenes (Table 2). Specifically,
these retrogenes were able to completely rescue the phenotype
of knockout mutants for 1:1 orthologs of their parental genes in
Drosophila (MARS2 [Bayat et al. 2012] and RNF113A [Carney et
al. 2013]) or perform the same enzymatic process as the endoge-
nous copy in yeast (TRMT12) (Rodriguez et al. 2012). These studies
support a substantial functional overlap between orphan and par-
ent, suggesting that new retrogenes can evolve to carry out funda-
mental and ancient cellular functions. Notably, the rescue
experiments for RNF113A (the original mammalian RNF113
orphan retrogene) support the parental replacement scenario out-
lined above (Fig. 6C). Altogether, our study of mammalian retro-
genes therefore covers all steps in the evolution of newly
inserted retrocopies into fully fledged retrogenes that are function-
ally equipped to assume the role of regular protein-coding genes.

Table 2. Orphan retrogenes

Retrogene
name Clade EDa Function Parental gene replacement

Promoter
sourceb Structure

DEM1 Eut 8.9 Single-stranded DNA exonuclease — CGI; HH Multiexonic
CNO Eut 23.98 Part of BLOC-1 complex (organelle

biogenesis)
— CGI Monoexonic

TRMT12 Eut 6 Enzyme involved in wybutosine
synthesis

Human gene rescues yeast parental KO
(Rodriguez et al. 2012)

Novel Monoexonic

HYI Mar 52.15 Hydroxypyruvate isomerase — CGI Monoexonic
L2HGDH Mar 6.82 L-2-hydroxyglutarate

dehydrogenase
— CGI Monoexonic

ZNF830 Mam 5.68 Zinc-finger protein (embryo
development)

— CGI; HH Monoexonic

LCMT2 Mam 9.61 Enzyme involved in wybutosine
synthesis

— CGI; HH Multiexonic

COMMD5 Mam 4.71 Cell proliferation control — CGI Multiexonic
MARS2 Mam 8.07 Methionyl-tRNA synthetase 2 Human gene rescues fruitfly parental KO

(Bayat et al. 2012)
CGI Monoexonic

RNF113 Mam 26.11 Zinc-finger protein (RNA splicing) Human gene rescues fruitfly parental KO
(Carney et al. 2013)

CGI; HH Monoexonic

(Eut) Eutherian-specific; (Mar) marsupial-specific; (Mam) mammalian-specific; (CGI) CpG island; (HH) head-to-head promoter recruitment.
aEuclidean distance measured between the log2 transformed FPKM values of orthologous orphan retrogenes and the parental genes in outgroup
species.
bThe promoter sources are referred to human or opossum (for marsupial-specific) genes; opossum CpG island coordinates were obtained from the
UCSC Genome Browser website.
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Discussion

Retroposition generates gene duplicates that have been stripped of
their introns and regulatory elements. As a result, retrocopies are
ideally suited to study how new genes evolve complex structures
and regulatory features. Here, we have analyzed genomic, tran-
scriptomic, and chromatinmodification data to trace the life histo-
ries of mammalian retrogenes, thereby substantially advancing
our understanding of the functional evolution of new genes.

To gain function, new retrocopies must first become ex-
pressed. We found that only a fraction of mammalian retrocopies
gained expression through the use of preexisting promoters, while
the majority of retrocopy promoters (potentially up to 86%) ap-
pear to be novel. The emergence of novel promoters may be influ-
enced by the genomic context, as illustrated by the differential
contributions of CpG islands to the expression of retrocopies in
human and mouse. Moreover, at least 8%–9% of expressed retro-
copies apparently recruited nearby regulatory elements, which
function as enhancers in outgroup species, as promoters. This ob-
servation is consistent with recent work highlighting common
functional and structural features shared by enhancers and pro-

moters (Core et al. 2014; Andersson et al. 2015). It also suggests
that enhancers and promotersmay evolve from the same ancestral
regulatory elements and/or that enhancers may “metamorphose”
into promoters. Our findings are especially noteworthy in light of
the rapid evolution of mammalian enhancers (Villar et al. 2015),
which likely caused us to underestimate the degree to which retro-
copy promoters are derived from enhancers or their multivalent
evolutionary precursors. In any event, the presence of genetic ele-
ments that serve as proto-promoters appears to play a prominent
role in the expression evolution of mammalian retrocopies.

Our analysis of functional retrogenes surprisingly revealed
that ∼30% of mammalian retrogenes are multiexonic, and the
structural complexity of these genes is therefore considerably
greater than previously suspected (Long and Langley 1993;
Fablet et al. 2009). Themajority of new exons are located upstream
andmay contribute to the gain of functionality by connecting the
retrocopy to regulatory regions in its vicinity (Fablet et al. 2009).
Moreover, we observed the expression of multiple transcripts
from >40% of mammalian retrogenes. Although some isoforms
may represent transcriptional noise, we found evidence of con-
served alternative isoforms with similar spatial expression profiles
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in a eutherian-specific retrogene (HNRNPF), indicating that alter-
native transcripts may allow retrogenes to expand their functional
repertoires.

Together, our expression, promoter origin, and gene structure
analyses support and refine the out of testis hypothesis of new
gene evolution (Vinckenbosch et al. 2006), where young genes
are predominantly testis specific, whereas older genes have broad-
er expression profiles and functions. Our observations suggest a
scenario inwhich the initial expression (and functionality) of a ret-
rogene is usually facilitated by the permissive transcriptional land-
scape of the testis (Soumillon et al. 2013). Robust and/or more
refined expression (function) in testis as well as in additional or-
gans requires the optimization of its original regulatory machin-
ery, the evolution of new promoters (sometimes from proto-
promoters in their vicinity), and/or the recruitment of preexisting
promoters fromother genes. These events seem to be frequently fa-
cilitated by the evolution of new exon–intron structures, which
may, for example, allow for the recruitment of distant (proto) pro-
moters or the evolution of intronic regulatory elements (Fablet
et al. 2009). Occasionally, retrocopies may also inherit parental
promoters or recruit nearby preexisting (proto) promoters immedi-
ately or soon after their emergence, affording expression in other
tissues than testis during their early evolution.

Our work also provides strong novel support for the hypoth-
esis that X-derived retrogenes are able to functionally compensate
for the silencing of their parents during and after meiosis
(McCarrey and Thomas 1987; Emerson et al. 2004; Potrzebowski
et al. 2008), by showing that retrogenes restore the ancestral
(pre-MSCI) testis expression levels of their parents and that pro-
teins encoded by X-derived retrogenes are particularly conserved.
Thus, MSCI likely represents the major driving force behind the
“out of X” pattern of retroduplication, although it remains possi-
ble that the fixation of individual X-derived retrogenes is due to
other forces, such as conflicts in sexually antagonistic X-linked
genes (Connallon and Clark 2011; Gallach and Betrán 2011;
Parsch and Ellegren 2013). In addition, we note that in many spe-
cies the combined expression output of X-derived retrogenes and
parents is more similar to the ancestral expression output than
the parents-only expression output in somatic organs. Although
this trend is, for themost part, not statistically significant, it agrees
with the suggestion that sex chromosome–derived retrogenes
might provide a mechanism for dosage compensation to counter-
act the loss of expression on the decaying Y Chromosome (Hughes
et al. 2015).

While most retrogenes coexist with their respective parental
gene, the small class of orphan retrogenes (Ciomborowska et al.
2013; Kim et al. 2014) is characterized by the loss of the parent
following the retroposition event.We show that orphan retrogenes
recapitulate the expression of their respective parental genes
remarkably well, indicating that they functionally replace the par-
ent. Experimental rescue of the parental gene in outgroup model
species, using human orphan retrogenes (Bayat et al. 2012;
Rodriguez et al. 2012;Carneyet al. 2013), further supports the func-
tional equivalencybetweenorphan retrogenes and their lost paren-
tal genes. Orphan retrogenes therefore constitute a unique system
to study fundamentalprocesses characterizingnewgeneevolution.
As an example, further dissection of the novel regulatory elements
that promote orphan gene expression should contribute to our un-
derstandingofhow independently evolved regulatorymachineries
can produce similar transcriptional profiles.

In this work, we have thus mapped the life history of mam-
malian retrogenes, from initial insertion, via gain of regulatory el-

ements and structural complexity, to complete integration into
the functional networks of the cell, sometimes at the expense of
the parent gene. Our work highlights the utility of retroduplica-
tion as a general model for understanding the origination and
functional evolution of new genes. In particular, this process uni-
tes aspects of other mechanisms of new gene formation, namely,
segmental duplication and de novo origination, given that it in-
volves duplication of the exons of a preexisting gene, while requir-
ing complex regulation to evolve de novo. Thus, all major insights
obtained in our study—ranging from the regulatory and structural
requirements associated with the emergence of complex new gene
functions to general rules governing new gene origination and
functional evolution—allow for key predictions regarding these
but also other new gene origination mechanisms, such as the
domestication of transposable elements (Kaessmann 2010), which
is expected to follow similar evolutionary trajectories (Kordiš 2011;
Kokošar andKordiš 2013). It is noteworthy that with respect to seg-
mental duplication, our results may in particular inform analyses
of events that produce partial copies, which may lack certain
genic elements such as promoters or UTRs. Such partial duplicates
have frequently emerged in recent human/great ape evolution
(Marques-Bonet et al. 2009), and it may be interesting to study
the potential emergence of new functional genes from such copies
in light of our observations.

Investigations of the precise functional contributions and
phenotypic implications of individual retrogenes should prove a
stimulating area of future research. To this end, an exploration of
retrogene expression in additional organs, as well as during organ-
ismal development, will be critical. In addition, we expect that
techniques enabling assessments of higher layers of gene ex-
pression and regulation (such as ribosome profiling [Ingolia
et al. 2009] or mass spectrometry-based proteomics approaches
[Cravatt et al. 2007]) will help to further clarify the biological im-
portance of retrogenes, especially with regard to young retrogenes
with testis-specific expression, as well as mechanisms underlying
their functional evolution. Such investigations not only are of in-
terest in terms of retrogene biology but also will further increase
the usefulness of retrogenes as models of new gene evolution.

Methods

Retrocopy detection

We detected retrocopies in the genomes of human, chimpanzee,
gorilla, orangutan, macaque, mouse, rat, opossum, Tasmanian
devil, wallaby, platypus, and chicken using a refined version of
our published approach (Marques et al. 2005). We dated retroposi-
tion events both by calculating the fraction of synonymous substi-
tutions per synonymous site (dS) between the retrocopy and its
parental gene and by looking for presence/absence of orthologous
retrocopies in the 10 species analyzed (for details, see Supplemen-
tal Methods).

RNA-seq data

RNA-seq data were generated in our group (Brawand et al. 2011;
Soumillon et al. 2013; Cortez et al. 2014; Necsulea et al. 2014)
and comprised samples of brain (cortex or whole brain without
cerebellum), cerebellum, heart, kidney, liver, and testis from all
species (Supplemental Table S14). We additionally generated
paired-end strand-specific RNA-seq data from orangutan testis
(two sequencing experiments performed from the same cDNA li-
brary). The library was prepared using NEBNext RNA first-strand
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synthesis module (using ActinomycinD) andNEBNext ultra direc-
tional RNA second-strand synthesis module, and we performed
two sequencing runs on the Illumina MiSeq platform. Reads
were preprocessed by removing the last nucleotide at their 3′-end
(artificially included by the protocol), and adaptors were trimmed
using Skewer (Jiang et al. 2014).

Reconstruction of retrocopy transcripts and expression

estimation

WemappedRNA-seq reads using TopHat2 (version 2.0.9) (Trapnell
et al. 2009) on the genome and cDNA sequences (including our
retrocopy loci and the annotated Ensembl genes not overlapping
the retrocopies) of their respective species using the setting –

read-realign-edit-dist 0 to allow the proper mapping of reads span-
ning the splice junctions of the parental genes. As evolutionarily
young retrocopies show high similarity with their parental gene,
the expression level estimation of both paralogs might be biased
by the lack of RNA-seq reads mapping uniquely to either copy.
Therefore, we kept only retrocopies with at least three uniquely
and perfectly mapped reads in at least one RNA-seq sample. We
then performed a genome-wide transcriptome reconstruction us-
ing Cufflinks version 2.1.1 (Trapnell et al. 2010) with all reads
from all samples, and we redefined the boundaries of the assem-
bled transcripts overlapping the filtered retrocopies by trimming
the 5′ and 3′ portions having an RNA-seq coverage (based on all
reads from all samples) below 10% of the average transcript cover-
age. We also removed the first/last exon from all transcripts with
unsupported first/last splice junctions at their acceptor/donor sites
and excluded transcripts with unsupported internal junctions.
Finally, transcripts were integrated with the gene annotations
from Ensembl and used to estimate gene expression levels from
each sample with Cufflinks (using the –multi-read-correct option).
All expression data (measured in FPKM)were normalized across or-
gans and species based on our published approach (Brawand et al.
2011). We defined retrocopies as “robustly expressed” when their
normalized expression levelwas higher than 1 FPKM in at least one
organ and “showing evidence of expression” when at least one
unique read mapped perfectly on their locus.

Tissue specificity

We calculated tissue specificity of a gene by dividing its maximum
expression in one tissue by the sum of the expression across all tis-
sues. This value, called tissue specificity index (TSI), for a set of n
tissues ranged between 1/n (indicating equal expression in all tis-
sues) and 1 (indicating expression in only one tissue).

ChIP-seq data

We retrieved mouse ChIP-seq data for H3K4me3, H3K4me1,
H3K27ac, and Pol II, as well as input sequencing data from Shen
et al. (2012) from brain, cerebellum, heart, kidney, liver, and testis
(two replicates per organ). We extracted genome coverage data
from the provided .bam files using SAMtools (version 0.1.18)
(Li et al. 2009) and the BEDTools suite (version 2.17.0) (Quinlan
and Hall 2010). ChIP-seq peaks were called using MACS (version
1.4.2.1) (Zhang et al. 2008) with default settings and input
sequences as control. We considered only peaks (with a P-value
<10−5) found in both biological replicates and defined their
boundaries by merging overlapping peaks. H3K4me3 ChIP-seq
peak coordinates from rat heart samples were obtained from
Rintisch et al. (2014).

Promoter origin analysis

We identified TSSs of retrocopies in human and mouse based on
CAGE data from The FANTOM Consortium and the RIKEN PMI
and CLST (DGT) (2014). We then investigated the inheritance/re-
cruitment of pre-existing promoters by evaluating the presence
of parental sequences upstream of the retrocopy TSS (parental pro-
moter inheritance), the integration of the retrocopy into gene
models annotated in outgroup species (integration into host
gene), or the integration of the retrocopy upstream and in diver-
gent orientation to an annotated gene (head-to-head integration).

Retrocopy promoters that did not fit any of the aforemen-
tioned categories were considered putatively novel. We deter-
mined to what extent novel promoters were derived from
unmethylatedCpG islands defined byCAP-seq (CXXC affinity pu-
rification followed by deep sequencing) (Illingworth et al. 2010)
and tested the presence of known or novel sequence motifs in
the predicted novel promoters using HOMER (Heinz et al. 2010).
Finally we tested the co-option of mouse enhancer elements as
novel rat-specific retrocopy promoters. We identified rat-specific
retrocopies,mapped their integration sites inmouse, and extracted
H3K4me1, H3K27ac, H3K4me3, and Pol II ChIP-seq coverage, as
well as the input sequencing coverage from themouse regions sur-
rounding the integration sites. We then compared the H3K4me1
and H3K27ac read coverage and input-normalized read counts be-
tween the syntenic integration loci of expressed and nonexpressed
rat retrocopies. Finally, we evaluated the presence of H3K4me1/
H3K27ac peaks in these regions by overlapping their genomic co-
ordinates. For further details regarding promoter origin analyses,
see Supplemental Methods.

Testing retrocopies for sequence conservation

We tested all intact retrocopy families for purifying selection using
twodistinct approaches.Weperformed a branch-model test imple-
mented in codeml (Yang 2007) on each retrocopy family and eval-
uated whether the dN/dS estimated for the whole retrocopy clade
was significantly lower than one. We further defined primate-spe-
cific retrocopies under purifying selection as those characterized
by a low probability of accumulating open reading frame–dis-
abling mutation after simulating their neutral evolution 10000
times with ReEVOLVER (Dupanloup and Kaessmann 2006). We
also used the branch-model test on all retrocopies not grouped
into multispecies orthologous families and included those with a
dN/dS significantly smaller than one in the list of retrogenes. For de-
tails, see Supplemental Methods.

‘Out of X’ analysis

The selective “out of X” export was tested as described by Emerson
et al. (2004). Chicken orthologs, used to estimate the ancestral ex-
pression of X-linked parental genes (Julien et al. 2012), were ob-
tained from Ensembl (only one-to-one orthologs), and tissue
expression comparisons were tested with a Wilcoxon signed-
rank test. To test for different evolutionary pressures acting on
the “out of X” and “autosome-to-autosome” retrogenes, we ex-
tracted their dN/dS ratios calculated when testing each individual
retrocopy for purifying selection (see above). In all “out of X” anal-
yses, we removed genes potentially derived fromY-linked parental
genes (Supplemental Table S1; Hughes et al. 2015).

Definition of multiple retrogene isoforms and DEXSeq analysis

We detected retrogenes expressing alternative isoforms using two
complementary approaches: (1) by identifying copies with two
or more Cufflinks-assembled transcripts and (2) by retrieving
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copies with significant differential exon usage (DEU) among or-
gans. To assess DEU, we first merged our retrocopy transcripts
annotation to the Ensembl gene set using the dexseq_prepare_anno-
tation.py function from the DEXSeq package (Anders et al. 2012).
This step collapsed overlapping transcript annotations in a set of
nonoverlapping exonic parts, whichwere tested for DEU by apply-
ing the pipeline indicated in the DEXSeq package vignette. Test of
DEU was performed on each species using all organs as different
“conditions,” and retrogenes having at least one differentially
used exon (Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected P < 0.05) were consid-
ered as expressing alternative isoforms.

Detection of orphan retrogenes

To detect orphan retrogenes, we analyzed retrocopies detected
solely by using parental genes from other species. To verify the ab-
sence of the parental gene in the species of interest, we analyzed all
tBLASTn hits of the outgroup parent not coinciding with the puta-
tive orphan retrogene. If none of these hits (when present) over-
lapped annotated protein-coding genes or transcribed genomic
loci not annotated in Ensembl, we considered the parental gene
lost and defined the retrocopy as an orphan retrogene. Since
more relaxed criteria were used to detect orphan retrogenes (we
did not require parental genes from more than one species in
this case), most of them were not included in the retrocopy anno-
tation. For the analysis of the nonannotated copies, we used
(where available) their corresponding Ensembl annotation. The
coding sequence of each orphan retrogene family was tested for
purifying selection with codeml (using the approach described
above). To estimate the expression divergence between the orphan
retrogenes and their outgroup parents, we calculated the Euclidean
distance between their expression profiles. Specifically, for each or-
phan and nonorphan retrogene families, we extracted the median
expression in all organs (orphan expression profile) and compared
it to the median expression in all organs of their parental gene
in outgroup species (parental expression profile). The Euclidean
distances measured for orphan and nonorphan retrogenes of
the same evolutionary age were compared both with a Mann-
Whitney U test and with a resampling approach (obtaining the
same results; data not shown) to identify significant differences be-
tween the two groups.

Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed using R (http://www.R-
project.org/) (R Core Team 2014).

Data access

The orangutan testis RNA-seq data from this study have been sub-
mitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession number GSE72236.
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